
The organizer offers 7 classes at the 6 round series

Micro Max The engine with its 6.8 hp and good torque forgives driving 
mistakes and is therefore perfect for the youngest to gain their first 
experiences in karting. Launched in 2007 and recommended for kids 7 - 9 
years of age. The minimum weight for driver / kart combined is 110kg and 
use the Mojo C2 Tyre

Mini Max  This engine is the logical next step after the 125 Micro Max 
engine with increased performance to 13.6 hp. It is perfect for kids with 
some karting experience. Launched in 2004 and designed for drivers from 
9-12 years. The minimum weight for driver / kart combined is 125kg and 
drivers compete on the Mojo C2 Tyre.

Junior Max The Junior Max class is a category recognised all around the 
World for Junior drivers with racing experience . In Australia the class 
races on the Mojo D2 tyre, with the engine required to meet controlled 
technical specifications. This makes the class more user-friendly, cost-
effective and one of the most competitive with emphasis on the driver's 
ability. The minimum weight for driver / kart combined is 145kg.

Rotax 125 Light The Rotax Light class is a high performance category for 
experienced drivers 16 years and older. All over the world the class races 
on the higher grip Mojo D2 tyre. In Australia the engine is required to meet 
controlled technical specifications, making the class more user-friendly, 
cost-effective and ultra-competitive with emphasis on the driver's ability. 
Competing at a minimum weight with driver/kart combined of 165kg.

Rotax 125 Heavy The Rotax Heavy class is a high performance category 
for heavyweight drivers aged 16 years and older. The class races on the 
higher grip Mojo D2 tyre, with the engine required to meet controlled 
technical specifications. Although it is not an internationally recognised 
class, it is just as competitive as Rotax Light, and features at the Pro Tour 
and National events throughout Australia. Minimum driver/kart weight 
180kg.



DD2 Using the Mojo D5 Tyre, The Rotax DD2 class will take you to a 
whole new level of racing with paddle shift gear changes, extra stopping 
power and a grippier tyre for uncompromised acceleration. The category 
is recognised worldwide, and uses the revolutionary 125 Max DD2 engine 
which features a 2-speed gearbox and a chainless drive system. DD2 
specific chassis are manufactured with front brakes and a unique rear tyre 
protection system for improved safety. It is the ultimate Rotax class for 
experienced racers ages 16 years or older.. Minimum Kart/Driver weight 
combined 173kg.

DD2 Masters DD2 Masters is a standalone class for the older 
experienced drivers, 32 years and over. It offers the same paddle shift 
gear changes, extra stopping power and uncompromised acceleration as 
the main DD2 category, but with a slightly heavier minimum weight. It is 
recognised worldwide, and uses the revolutionary 125 Max DD2 engine 
which features a 2-speed gearbox and a chainless drive system. DD2 
specific chassis are manufactured with front brakes and a unique rear tyre 
protection system for improved safety. It is the ultimate Rotax class for the 
older thrill seekers. Minimum weight of driver/kart combined is 180kg and 
use the Mojo D5 Tyre  as does DD2.


